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Converting detailed estimates to primary estimates with data augmentation 
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A B S T R A C T   

In general, preliminary or primary cost estimates are used to select contractors from among bidders in Japan. The 
primary cost estimate must be accurate, otherwise the contractor selected from the bidding process will lose 
profit. A general contractor in the world does not have a super-skilled engineer who can achieve the accurate 
primary cost estimates. The conventional primary estimate has a high error range and low reliability. An 
automated system converting detailed estimates to primary estimates has been highly demanded in the world. 
This paper presents a prototype AI converter that can accurately and automatically convert detailed cost esti-
mates into primary estimates. Converting detailed cost estimates to primary estimates lies in a regression 
problem. This paper proposes a feature-elimination based data augmentation method for regression problems. 
The empirical experiment shows that the proposed data augmentation method is quite effective with an Extra- 
Trees ensemble method. The proposed method was empirically examined by using Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) dataset for accurately predicting constructions costs with the Extra-Trees algorithm and 
random forest algorithm respectively. The CDOT dataset is one and only one of the largest datasets available in 
public for constructions costs quotation/estimation of roads, bridges and buildings.   

1. Introduction 

Although there are many construction cost estimate types, there are 
basically three types in general: design estimates, preliminary or pri-
mary estimates, and detailed estimates. In Japan, primary cost estimates 
are used to select contractors from among bidders due to the time- 
consuming nature of detailed estimates. Therefore, the primary cost 
estimate must be accurate, otherwise the contractor selected from the 
bidding process will lose profit. 

Many general contractors in the world do not have super-skilled 
engineers who can achieve accurate primary cost estimates instead of 
detailed cost estimates. In other words, conventional primary estimates 
are unreliable because they have a large error range and rely solely on 
basic information about projects without super-skilled engineers [1,2]. 

In Japan, major general contractors have a few super-skilled engi-
neers where they are very rare (one in 5000 employees), according to 
private communications with major construction contractors in Japan. 
Since preparing a detailed estimate is a time-consuming task, primary 
estimates have been used mainly in the construction industry and bid-
ding system in Japan. 

Many multinational construction companies and governments have 
shown a strong interest in efficient and accurate primary estimates. 
However, they do not have super-skilled engineers for accurate primary 

cost estimates. In order to introduce primary estimates into the bidding 
system, there is a strong need to convert detailed estimates into primary 
estimates. 

This paper presents a prototype AI converter that can accurately and 
automatically convert detailed cost estimates into primary estimates. 
The primary estimates generated will tell us what are the important and 
dominant parameters that will determine the final cost. 

The proposed method was empirically examined by using Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) dataset for accurately predicting 
constructions costs with the Extra-Trees algorithm and random forest 
algorithm respectively. The CDOT dataset is one and only one of the 
largest datasets available in public for constructions costs quotation/ 
estimation. 

The CDOT dataset is composed of 1458 instances (projects) and 8751 
parameters for construction of roads, bridges and buildings. Although all 
materials used in roads, bridges and buildings in 1458 projects are 
included in the CDOT dataset, the detailed materials are not disclosed in 
the dataset. 

When estimating the cost of a construction project, there are many 
factors to consider. Factors include: understanding the potential for 
missed scope (change orders), taking into account fluctuating con-
struction material rates, historical costs and work histories of companies 
submitting proposals. 
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Current estimating processes rely heavily on estimator knowledge 
and can be considered just as much art as science. The aim of CDOT 
project is to simplify and streamline the estimating process using ma-
chine learning. 

Image data or text data augmentation techniques have been used for 
improving classification in machine learning. For example, Synthetic 
Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) and/or Adaptive Synthetic 
sampling (ADASYN) have been popular methods for data augmentation 
classification with noise [3]. 

The goal of this paper is to build an accurate primary cost estimator 
from the detailed cost estimations and to show the effectiveness of the 
proposed data augmentation method by the empirical experiments using 
one of the largest datasets available in public. With the proposed 
method, a general contractor does not need a super-skilled human en-
gineer for generating accurate primary estimates. In other words, the 
proposed method can select important parameters from massive pa-
rameters in the order of cost-contribution importances. Based on the 

computed accurate primary estimate, clients and constructors can 
discuss the critical cost issues and their decision-making can be fully 
supported. 

The data augmentation methods play a key role in improving pre-
diction accuracy in imbalanced data for solving classification problems. 
We call a dataset skewed or imbalanced if the majority of its data items 
represent items belonging to a certain class. Therefore, in the classifi-
cation problem, we want to use the same number of instances of all 
classes in the training data for machine learning. 

There is an important difference between classification and regres-
sion problems. Fundamentally, classification is to predict a label or a 
finite integer while regression is to predict a quantity or a real number. 
Therefore, the conventional data augmentation approaches (SMOTE or 
ADASYN) cannot be easily used for regression problems. 

There is no accurate and efficient conversion from detailed estimates 
to primary estimates as far as we know. This paper shows the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method for converting the largest detailed 

Fig. 1. Supervised machine learning: y = f(X).  

Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy vs the number of input parameters in Extra-Trees algorithm X-axis is the number of extracted parameters and Y-axis for predic-
tion accuracy. 
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estimate using CDOT dataset into an accurate primary estimate. 

2. Method 

For solving regression problems, the proposed general-purpose data 
augmentation is based on feature-of-importance. The proposed data 
augmentation for regression is based on a simple feature-elimination 
method where parameters with less feature-importance can be elimi-
nated while parameters with more feature-importance can be selected. 
Therefore, all input parameters are ordered along with feature- 
importance. 

In Extra-Trees algorithm, features and splits are randomly selected so 
that the feature-of-importance indicates the positive influence against 
the target. In general, the target y is given by y = f(X) = f(x1, x2,…,xn) 
where x1, x2, and xn are input parameters and f() can be trained as the 
relationship function between input parameters and the target y as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The proposed data augmentation algorithm is described as follows:  

1. Compute the feature of importance of all input parameters and 
reorder them from the viewpoint of importance values.  

2. Extract input parameters based on the feature-of-importance from all 
input parameters. Use the extracted input parameters for training 
and test data for prediction accuracy.  

3. Increment the number of input parameters by one.  
4. Repeat 2 until the number of input parameters reaches the certain 

number. 

3. Experiments and discussions 

Random forest is a de facto ensemble algorithm implementing the 
wisdom of crowds. The random forest algorithm is composed of weak 
learners (trees) with a winner-take-all approach. The Extra-Trees algo-
rithm and random forest algorithm were both examined by using CDOT 

dataset (1458 instances and 8751 parameters)[4] for data augmentation 
in regression. CDOT dataset was divided into train.csv (1093 instances) 
[5] and test.csv (365 instances)[6]. 

cdot_ext.py[7] and cdot_rf.py[8] programs in Python 3.7 were 
developed for examining the proposed general-purpose data augmen-
tation in regression. 

The result of cdot_ext.py in Extra-Trees algorithm shows that pre-
diction accuracy = 0.71187 is obtained by using the maximum 8747 
input parameters. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the number of 
used input parameters and prediction accuracy in Extra-Trees algorithm. 
Fig. 2 shows that the best prediction accuracy = 0.77743 was obtained 
with data augmented only 42 input parameters. This means that suc-
cessful primary cost estimate with 42 input parameters was achieved by 
the proposed data augmentation algorithm instead of using all 8747 
input parameters. The successful primary cost estimates can play a key 
role in civil engineering business. Because the detailed cost quotations 
are time-consuming tasks. With the proposed data augmentation, ac-
curate primary cost estimates can be achieved within a short time 
period. 

In Japan, primary cost estimates play a key role in civil engineering 
business. In Japan, there is one and only one super-skilled engineer 
among 5000 engineers for accurate primary cost estimates. The accu-
racy of their primary cost estimates by the super-skilled engineer is the 
almost same as that of the detailed cost quotations in Japan. In China, 
there is no super-skilled primary cost estimate engineer. Therefore, the 
proposed system can play a key role in predicting primary cost estimates 
on behalf of the super-skilled engineers. 

The result of cdot_rf.py in random forest algorithm shows that pre-
diction accuracy = 0.7648 was obtained by using the maximum 8747 
input parameters. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the number of 
input parameters and prediction accuracy in random forest algorithm. 
The successful primary cost estimates can be achieved by less than 100 
input parameters as shown in Fig. 3. 

The main difference between random forests and Extra-Trees lies in 

Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy vs the number of input parameters in random forest algorithm X-axis is the number of extracted parameters and Y-axis for predic-
tion accuracy. 
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the fact that, instead of computing the locally optimal feature/split 
combination for the random forest for each feature under consideration, 
a random value is selected for the split for the Extra-Trees.[9] The 
proposed method is based on the globally optimal feature-split combi-
nation instead of locally optimal feature-split combination used in 
random forests. The experimental results can justify the proposed claim. 

4. Conclusion 

The proposed method for converting detailed estimates into primary 
estimates is based on the globally optimal feature-split combination 
which can improve the solution quality by Extra-Trees algorithm. In 
other words, the globally optimal feature is added to the existing Extra- 
Trees algorithm by eliminating unimportant features. Instead of the 
detailed estimate using the maximum 8747 input parameters with the 
prediction accuracy = 0.71187, the experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm using data augmentation in Extra-Trees algorithm 
with less than 50 parameters can generate the accurate primary esti-
mates with prediction accuracy of 0.77743 without losing prediction 
accuracy which is better than that of using the entire 8747 parameters. 
In other words, primary cost estimates using around 50 parameters were 
successfully generated by the proposed method without losing predic-
tion accuracy. The proposed data augmentation not only shortens the 
cost quotations time but also provides the accurate prediction. From the 
detailed cost estimates, the proposed algorithm can generate the accu-
rate primary cost estimates without a human expert involved. The 
proposed method will be useful for clients and constructors for cost es-
timates and decision-making when they would like to introduce primary 
estimates into the bidding system without a super-skilled engineer. 
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